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Oaks and Ents...

Customer
Appreciation
Day!
Saturday, June 16th

20% off!!!
See inside for
details...

Gentle Friendly Reminders...
1. Please keep your feeders clean.
Dirty feeders can spread disease. Clean your tube feeders easily with long
bottle brushes and warm, soapy water.
2. Keep bird baths clean and full.
You can use Fountec or an enzyme cleaner to keep algae out. If you refill
your baths daily or every other day you don’t need to worry about mosquitoes. If
you can’t refill it often enough use a mosquito treatment in the water. It is safe for
everyone. Or, use the Water Wiggler. It is battery operated and causes the water to
ripple enough to keep mosquitoes from landing on the surface. We have solar water
wigglers, too.
3. Be on the look out for baby birds.
If you find baby birds that cannot be returned to their nest (you can pick
them up and put them back into the nest) call the Lindsay Wildlife Hospital for
advice – 925-935-1978. Don’t relocate the nest unless it is just a foot or two. The
parents cannot find it even if it is fairly close to its original location. If you must
prune your trees or bushes be sure to check for nests first. Hummingbird nests are
very tiny and hard to spot.
4. Keep your cats indoors!
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There’s a small, but wonderful group of people that spend some
of their Saturday mornings each year
to plant, maintain and monitor the oak
trees in our open space areas. One of
my customers, Ralph Kraetsch, along
with Dick Daniel recruited volunteers
for the Oak Restoration Project which
officially began in 1991. I’ve wanted to
help out for quite some time, but
somehow time always slipped
away. When I got an e-mail that
May 19th was the last Saturday
to help until the next season I
decided to make the time.
We all met (“we all” as
in all ten of us) at the southern
end of Lime Ridge Open Space
behind Boundary Oaks Country Club on the south end and
Ygnacio Valley Rd. bordering
on the north. It was a beautiful
spring day and the weather was
perfect. I’d been in such a rush
to get there by 9am that I didn’t
pay much attention to preparation. I wore my casual shoes
instead of hiking boots because
I didn’t think there would be a
whole lot of hiking. Basically, I
just wasn’t thinking.
Our leader, Dick Daniel, gave
us a little talk before we grabbed our
shovels and jumped into trucks with
our partners. First, he told us that we
would be checking for and removing
dead trees. If the trees were alive we
should clear grass away from around
the tree trunks. If the tree had grown
up and out of its plastic tube, we could
either remove the tube or just cut the
tube vertically to allow the tree trunk
to expand without restriction. Sounds
simple enough, I thought, let’s go!
But, Dick wasn’t done with his
talk. There was one more thing. Be
sure to be on the lookout for rattlesnakes, he said. SNAKES!!!??? WHAT
SNAKES!!!??? WHERE’S MY CAR
KEYS??? MOMMY!!! What I actually said
was “Oh, okay.”
My partner was Gary Merle. He
is a volunteer park ranger and quite

knowledgeable on plants and animals.
We rode in the truck with Ralph as our
driver. Ralph probably knows the trails
better than anyone as he’s been visiting the area for over 25 years. Once
we got off the main “road” things got
hairy. Ralph would suddenly take a turn
off the road into what looked like an
overgrown jungle. This is a trail? Where
is it exactly? Ralph drove over weeds
that were taller than his truck without
hesitation. I was getting nervous about

whether it was wise to keep driving
when you couldn’t see, but he did and
we finally reached our plot of trees. The
only problem was that we couldn’t see
the trees. The weeds were too high.
We had to hike to higher ground to get
a look around for those pinkish plastic
tubes. Ralph and Gary commented that
they had never seen weeds and grass
that had grown this tall out here before.
Our winter was mostly dry and then
suddenly we had lots of rain and heat…
a perfect combination for instant plant
growth. Abundant plant growth means
more food for insects and small mammals which means for food for owls and
hawks and…snakes.
All the trees we checked were
in good shape except for one dead
one. Another little fun surprise was the
wasps. They love to make their homes
in the plastic tubes. Luckily, none
were in a bad mood that day. Most of

the oaks originally planted by Ralph’s
group were either live oaks or white
valley oaks. We occasionally saw out of
place trees like almond and olive. Gary
said they were most likely planted by
cowboys many years ago. The native
grasses were frequently and intensely
burned for many years resulting in opportunistic grasses and weeds that took
over. One weed in particular that seems
to be everywhere this year is called
“Ripgut Brome”. It’s actually one out
of hundreds of species of
brome grasses. This one is
similar to a foxtail and appropriately named. When I
got home I pulled at least a
hundred of them out of my
socks and shoes.
When we finished
Gary and I were the first
back to the parking lot.
At first, I felt a little foolish over my concern for
the rattlesnakes. But, in a
subsequent e-mail from our
leader, I learned that everyone else on the trip had
very close encounters with
rattlers both babies and
adults. In fact, to have that
many rattlesnake encounters was unusual. The odd
thing was that in each case the sound
of the warning rattle the snakes made
was different than what they had previously experienced or expected.
There were some beautiful old
oaks that reminded me of the “Ents” in
Lord of the Rings. The Ents were huge
old trees that were being cut down
and burned by the nasty Orks. They
were a community of individuals who
could move around and tell stories of
old times spanning hundreds of years.
Looking at our old oaks, I imagined
them pulling up their roots and walking around when no one was watching
and talking amongst themselves. What
a stunning view they have of our valley
with all its buildings, homes and hills.
I’m sure there’s lots to talk about.
Bless the oaks ~

- Joanie, Annie
and Molly

Customer Appreciation Day...
Saturday, 6/16 - 20% Off!
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If you admire California artist Penelope Krebs’ artwork you’ll
love her new prints – Western Bluebirds, Bushtit, Yellow-rumped
Warbler and Red-breasted Nuthatch – mostly in the smaller size print
(11x14)…$48.00.

We had such a great 20% off day last December
we’re going to do it again.
All merchandise (except optics) will be 20% off,
no limits!
That includes seed, suet, feeders, houses, hardware,
baths, gifts, etc… No rain checks.

We’ll have stuff to eat and drink, too.
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Beware of Attack Father

		

I think this attack sign would be appropriate in some cases…$3.99.

We sell lots of the small flashlights, now we’ve
got a combination flashlight and laser pointer. Press the
button once for the flashlight and again for the laser pointer…$10.99.

					

Woodstock Percussion

Woodstock has a new flock of little chimes (What would you
call a bunch of mini chimes? A tinkle of chimes? Never mind.)
Mostly chakra chimes and shamrocks…$11.50.

Frog Log
			
Have you ever gone out in the
morning only to find a dead critter in the pool? I don’t
have a pool myself, but lots of people do. I commonly
hear complaints about poor little creatures that fall in with no
way to get out. You might want to try the Frog Log. It’s an
ingenious device that provides an escape route from the pool for
lizards, mice, squirrels, birds and other small animals and is 95%
effective…$19.99.

			

Birds’ Choice Suet Cake

		
Okay, maybe not the most exciting of gifts,
but it would be exciting if these suets brought new
species of birds to the yard. I like the ingredients on
these suets, so I thought I’d give them a try. The birds
at my suet feeders seem happy with all the flavors so far and the prices
are pretty good. Remember, if you buy 6 suets of any flavor, the least
expensive is free. They’re all formulated for summer heat (except
almond). Flavors include: peanut, almond, insect, hot pepper and
woodpecker…$2.60-3.60.

1931 First Avenue
Walnut Creek, CA

Welcoming Active Duty
Military Families			
Free admission to all active military and their families from Memorial
Day, May 18 through Labor Day, September 3, 2012.

Summer Fun for All
There’s something for all ages during the summer at Lindsay. Along
with Wild Times Summer Science Camp, there are lots of classes, workshops
and mini-camps. For a complete listing of all the children’s programs see “kid’s
classes and camps” at www.wildlife-museum.org. or call 925-935-1978.

Wellspring’s Flip Notes, Flip Case, Pill Box,
		
Compact and Password Organizer
Wellspring makes those little notepads with metal covers that
spring open when you remove the pen. They now have the cutest
owl on the cover. Also, there are pill boxes and password organizers
with pretty covers. The password organizer is an alphabetized list of
companies, websites, usernames, password/hint, notes and comes with
a metal pen. The Flip Case can hold gift cards, credit cards, business cards and
key cards. The pill box has a tiny inside pill organizer and the compact has
two mirrors—normal and magnified…$5.70 and up.

		

Outback Flashlights – Bitzers

Aspects High View Mini

Aspects, Inc. makes some of the best quality
feeders, both seed feeders and hummingbird
feeders. They’ve come out with a smaller size High View
hummingbird feeder. It’s an 8 oz. version of the 12 oz. model. The
original is a saucer-style feeder with an elevated perch that allows
a better view of hummers on the perch. All Aspects products are
made in the USA and dishwasher safe…$23.99.

One word of caution—don’t store too much seed over the summer.
Moths love hot, dry weather.

r’s Day Ideas...
e
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Lindsay Wildlife Museum Events

Penelope Krebs Prints

Primitives by Kathy
This is a new vendor that sells little stuff, like tiny bees that
can hang on pots, mini birdhouses, small wood birds, birdhouse ornaments,
a little mouse made of felt holding a flower, box of garden tools, real cute
stuff. The tiny items come in boxed sets. They’re like shadow box-type
things. They range in price from $3.25 to $19.99.

			

Sunset Vista Animal Sculptures

I haven’t carried their products for a while, but they’ve got some
new items I couldn’t resist. One is metal stacked animals. They’re
flat metal animals with legs that can either be stuck in the ground as
individuals or attached to each other’s backs reaching about 4 feet high.
There’s a stack of chickens and a pile of barnyard animals…$89.99 per set.

			

Pot Stickers

Seed Prices . . .Geez

			
I recently had to raise our seed prices.
The costs have been going up steadily since last year, but
I did not raise them until now. I do try to keep the
prices as low as I can and still offer seed banking,
free 10th bag, senior Tuesday, and loads of
coupons. Last year, flooding in the north and
drought in the south were horrible. Nyjer thistle
was the only crop that remained stable. I’m keeping my
fingers and toes crossed that this will be a decent year for
crops.

		

East Bay Natures New Look...

You may have noticed we spruced up the place a bit. We’ve painted
the inside and replaced the old fluorescent lights with LED bulbs making it
much brighter, cheerier and larger in appearance. Some of you even noticed
our murals for the first time. They were actually painted when we moved in
almost 17 years ago! One of these days I’ll have to replace the old, worn out
carpet. It’s always something…

Cute glass ball bees and ladybugs wrapped
in wire that hang on flower pots…$5.95.

			

Owl Key Keepers and Stepping Stones

Stepping Stones

			
Cast iron frog, turtle and flower stepping
stones. These guys won’t break…$19.95.

			

Regal Gifts

Matching owl stepping stones and key keepers….kind of a resin material meaning they are more
decorative than practical, I think. I’m not sure if I
would want to walk on the stepping stones. They
can be hung, though…$14.99 and $22.95.

We’ve got a beautiful new rooster from Regal. I wish they had a hen to
match but, so far just the rooster. He’s all metal and gorgeous…$44.95

Pocket Charms

Local Honey

Small Chimes

How about some honey for Father’s Day? I think Dad would
appreciate it. It’s been a while since we’ve had Phil Rice’s Alamo
honey, but we have two sizes back in stock at the same prices.
There’s 2.5 lb. and 16 oz. size bottles…$12 and $6.

Little metal squirrels,
chickadees and farm animal
chimes…$11.95-19.95.

I guess it’s not possible to have
too many pocket charms or I wouldn’t
keep ordering the darn things. In fact,
we’ve had to move them to their own
table to save counter space. The new
ones include inspiration “keys”, a life’s journey “compass”, twice the
luck items (horse shoe, ladybug, frog, turtle, star) and “keep it simple”
stones…$2.50-$2.99.

Bottman Cards
Bottman has cute notepads in a
matchbook style cover. The covers are really
creative bird designs similar to their gift
cards…$2.99.

